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1. Introduction

1. System of National Accounts 1993 (SNA93)1 gives recommendations for compilation of national
accounts.  Within the standardised concepts and standards for classification in the national
accounts, there are some economic transactions which not so easily can be recognised.
Transactions related to tourism are transactions which not so easily can be identified within this
standardised system.  A satellite accounts for tourism is an account based on national accounts,
especially adapted to illuminate transactions related to tourism.

2. Statistics Norway has recently finished a comprehensive main revision of the national accounts
based on the new international recommendations from the SNA93 and the European System of
Accounts 1995 (ESA952).  Statistics Norway may claim to be the first country - at least among
OECD-countries - to have implemented these new international guidelines.

3. The system of national accounts framework consists of two main sets of tables; (1) the supply
and use tables and (2) the institutional sector accounts.  The first set of tables; supply and use, is
in Norway often referred to as the real accounts.  The «real accounts» consists of a fully
integrated set of tables specifying more than 200 industries, and supply and use of more than
1000 products which are balanced in the system.  This was also the case before the main
revision, because the «real accounts» has had a strong position in Norway since the beginning of
the 1950th.

4. The Division for National Accounts is responsible for the compilation of satellite accounts for
tourism.  Based on the revised Norwegian national accounts (described in Statistics Norway
(1998)) satellite accounts for tourism for all the years 1988 - 1993 have been constructed.  The
project is financed by the Ministry of Industry and Trade.  This document gives a short review of
the concept and methods used in the accounts and a few results.

5. The satellite accounts for tourism (NA-TOUR for short) is based on the annual «real accounts»
and fully integrated with the national account’s supply and use tables.  In a few cases,
classifications of products and industries which are of particular interest for tourism, are more
detailed in NA-TOUR than in the national accounts.  Most important, NA-TOUR also gives
estimates for tourism consumption by purpose and spread on different products.

6. In the satellite accounts for tourism we describe both demand and supply related to tourism and
the relationship between the demand and the supply side.  The demand side describes resident
and non-resident tourists consumption expenditures in Norway; that is tourism consumption in
Norway.  The supply side describes the activity in characteristic tourism industries and the
supply of products characteristic for tourism industries.  The figures in NA-TOUR can be used
to analyse the importance of tourism for the Norwegian economy, to study the tourists demand
for different products and the supply of these products by industry.

                                                     
1  System of National Accounts 1993. Published by UN, OECD, IMF, the World Bank, and the Commission of

European Countries in 1993. SNA93 replaced the former System of National Accounts 1968 (SNA68).

2  ESA95: Eurostat (1996): European System of Accounts 1995
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7. An important share of total output in characteristic tourism industries is sold to other than
tourists.  On the other hand, tourists buy a lot different products which not are produced by the
industries defined as characteristic tourism industries.  The calculation and evaluation of the
importance of tourism for the Norwegian economy therefore has to be based on the demand side.

8. For the year 1993 we have converted the figures in the NA-TOUR supply and use tables into a
industry by industry matrix which shows the direct relationship between industries and between
industries and final consumers.  Based on the industry by industry matrix the contribution of
tourism consumption to GDP and employment has been calculated.  The industry by industry
matrix has also been used for some simple studies of the indirect effects on the economy of
changes in tourism demand, given the assumption of a stable relationship between different
industries and between industries and final demand.

9. The OECD-manual; “Manual on tourism economic accounts (OECD (1991))” gives
recommendations on establishing a tourism economic accounts (TEA) based on definitions
according to tourism established by World Tourism Organisations (WTO)3 and the international
guidelines for compilation of national accounts in SNA68.  The Manual also contains a set of
tables that should be used for reporting of figures to OECD.  However, the existing manual does
not give any recommendations according to estimation of the share of GDP, total employment,
etc. according to tourism.  The set of tables in the Manual neither gives an analyst any
opportunity to connect the figures for tourism consumption with the activity in the tourism
industries.  The figures filled in the tables may be based on detailed supply and use tables, but
this is not demanded in the Manual.  At the moment OECD therefore works with an extended
and revised manual for compilation of tourism satellite accounts (TSA).  OECD TSA will be
based on the concepts in SNA93.  In parallel, WTO also works with a Manual for compilation of
tourism satellite accounts.

10. The OECD Manual has been an important guideline when establishing satellite accounts for
tourism in Norway.  However, NA-TOUR is based on SNA93, contains a fully integrated set of
tables, and estimations of the contribution from tourism consumption to GDP and total
employment in Norway have been elaborated.  The work related to satellite accounts for tourism
in Norway therefore takes a step further the existing official international guidelines according
to satellite accounts for tourism.

2. About the concept, definitions and the calculation of NA-TOUR

2.1. Tourists and tourism consumption

11. Definitions and basic concepts related to tourism and tourism consumption in NA-TOUR are
based on OECD’s Manual on tourism economic accounts (OECD (1991)).

12. Most essential in the concept is the definition of a tourist.  According to the WTO
recommendations, OECD divides travellers into visitors and other travellers.  Visitors are

                                                     
3  WTO’s definitions and recommendations according to tourism and tourism statistics are, inter alia, given in

“Recommendations on Tourism Statistics” (United Nations and World Tourism Organisation (1994)).
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persons travelling to and staying in places outside their usual environment, for not more than one
consecutive year for leisure, business or other purposes.  Overnight visitors are called tourists
(see fig. 1).  Same-day visitors will usually be treated as short-time tourists.  In this note the term
tourist therefore is used instead of the term visitor.  Other travellers may be people travelling to
or from job, to visit friends and relatives who live in the same area, to do shopping etc.  Some
categories of travellers like refugees, migrants and seasonal workers are excluded from the
tourist concept.

13. Essential for the concept is also the definition of domestic.  The definition of this concept
conforms with the definition used in the national accounts and is the common international
definition of the subject:  Domestic (or resident) producers are those producing in the domestic
territory, while resident households or individuals are those living in the area for more than one
year (except diplomats, military representatives etc. from other countries).  Foreigners in this
respect are therefore individuals/households not living in Norway for more than one year (non-
residents).  In the case of producers, operation rather than ownership should be the criteria.  The
question about residence is already dealt with in the national accounts.

Fig.  2.1 Travellers

Travellers

Visitors (= Tourists) Other travellers

Tourists  (overnight visitors) Excursionists (Same-day
visitors)

Fig.  2.2 Tourists

Tourists (=Visitors)

Residents in Norway Non-residents

 Leisure, recreation, holiday
(households)

Business and professional (individuals
travelling on expense of private or public

domestic establishments)

14. Tourists consumption expenditures, or simply tourism consumption, is separated into tourism
consumption by resident households, tourism consumption by business travellers (the
expenditures of individuals travelling on expense of private or public domestic establishments),
and tourism consumption by non-residents in Norway (see fig. 2).  We do not distinguish
between consumption expenditure of households and the expenditures of business travellers for
non-residents.

15. Total tourism expenditure includes all non-residents expenditures in Norway and residents
expenditures on journeys in Norway.  To some extent, residents travel abroad may increase the
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tourism expenditures in Norway and therefore contribute to increased income for the Norwegian
economy.  This is the case when for instance residents on their way to a foreign country travel
by air with an aeroplane operated by a Norwegian company or buy a package tour to a foreign
country through a resident tour operator.

16. Calculation of other transfers than tourism consumption expenditures, actually taken place by
the purpose of tourism, is not a part of  the concept.

17. Section 2.4 gives a view of more detailed assumptions and boundaries regarding calculation of
tourism consumption, as well as a broad overview of additional data sources concerning tourists
and tourists expenditure.

2.2. Tourism supply

18. Definition and classification of characteristic tourism industries and characteristic tourism
products (tourism industries and tourism products for short) is not without problems.  The
problems arise because tourism actually is a demand side concept.  The tourism concept is
connected to tourists activities and expenditures.  Tourists buy a lot of different products,
produced by a lot of different industries.  Theoretically, nearly all products might be sold to
tourists, and therefore most industries might be directly or indirectly involved in tourism.

2.2.1. Tourism industries

19. According to the OECD Manual, characteristic tourism industries are identified on the basis of
their dependence on and/or importance for tourism.  In international and national standards for
classification of industries, a lot of industries will be more or less related to tourism.  Similarly,
in international and national commodity classifications, the different classes of products may
have more or less significance for tourism.  The degree of relation to tourism will depend on the
aggregation level in the appropriate classification system used .

20. Even if we had the possibility to take a closer look at every single establishment, we would still
have problems with classifying the establishments as tourism industries or not, since each
establishment can sell products both to tourists and to others.  Similarly, the classification of
industries as tourism industries or not tourism industries will depend of the degree of
dependence we choose.

21. Irrespective of the adopted classification of tourism industries, there will only be a part of output
produced by industries which is consumed by tourists, the rest of the output produced by tourism
industries will be used by others.  On the other side, tourists also consume products supplied by
other domestic industries or imported products.  It would therefore not be correct to equate the
value added in tourism industries with the contribution to GDP generated by tourism.  Figures
for tourism industries are however convenient if we want to compare output, value added,
employment etc. in industries which are heavily depended on tourism with other industries in the
national accounts.

22. A more conventional classification of tourism industries is therefore necessary.  The
classification of tourism industries is based on the classification of industries in the national
accounts.  In our point of departure we follow OECD’s classification of tourism industries, but
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make adaptations based on evaluation of national conditions.  Roughly we have classified all
industries in the national accounts mainly producing passenger transport services, operation of
hotels and restaurants and specific culture- and recreational services as tourism industries.

23. The classification of industries in the Norwegian national accounts is based on the Norwegian
standard for industry classification (SN94), but gives a more aggregated industry level than
SN94.  SN94 is nearly identical to the European standard for classification of industries; NACE
Rev. 1, but gives a few specifications according to national circumstances on the most detailed
level4.

24. The specification of tourism industries in NA-TOUR is indicated in table 2.1.

Table 2.1.  Specification of tourism industries in NA-TOUR

Industry code,
NA-TOUR

Industry specification,
NA-TOUR

NACE Rev. 1
Corresponding industry code

23551 Hotels and other accommodation 55.1+55.2
23553 Restaurants, canteens and catering 55.3+55.4+55.5
23601 Transport via railways 60.1
23602 Scheduled motor bus transport 60.211
23603 Taxi operation 60.22
23605 Tramway and suburban transport 60.23+60.24
23612 Ocean and coastal water passenger transportation

abroad
60.212

23613 Inland water transport part of 61.101+part of 61.102
23620 Air transport 62
23633 Activities of travel services etc. 63.3
23711 Rental of transport equipment 71.1+71.2
23921+24921+
25921+26921

Motion picture and other entertainment, news
agencies and other cultural services

92.1+92.3+92.4+92.5

23921 Sporting and other recreational activities1 92.6+92.72

23 = Market production
24 = Central Government
25 = Local Government
26 = NPISH

1 In Norway, sporting and other recreational activities within market production includes nearly only production
relevant for tourism; operation of skilifts, etc.  Sporting and other recreational activities not relevant for tourism are
mostly produced by the Government or NPISH’s.  Sporting and other recreational activities within the Government
and NPISH’s are therefore not included in the list of tourism industries.

Specific comments to some industries

25. The value of passenger transport in the industry Ocean and coastal water transport abroad is of
great importance to tourism, but the output of passenger transport services in ocean and coastal
water transport abroad is quite small compared with the total output in this industry.  In NA-
TOUR we consequently have chosen to separate the operation of passengers ships from the rest
of the industry, to be able to classify ocean and coastal water passenger transport as tourism

                                                     
4  NACE Rev. 1 is based on ISIC, but contains a more detailed industry level. NACE Rev. 1 is an European

specification of ISIC.
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industry.  The rest of the industry ocean and coastal water transport abroad, which has nothing to
do with tourism, is then excluded from the list of tourism industries.  Output, value added,
compensation of employees and investment in the industry ocean and coastal water passenger
transport abroad are calculated on basis of operating accounts for Norwegian and foreign vessels
in Norwegian foreign-going trade from Statistics Norway.  These statistics are reported from the
ship owners for each ship of 250 gross tons and over.

26. The valuation of output of the industry Activities of travel agencies etc. has great importance
when analysing tourism consumption of products produced by this industry.  The output of tour
operating services (package tours) are recorded gross in the national accounts, and also in the
tables below.  Gross recording of package tours means that the costs of services included in a
package tour, like hotel accommodation and passenger transport services, are included in the
value of output, together with the tour operator’s commission for selling the package.  The
difference between gross and net recording of package tours is explained in section 2.5.

27. The output of the industry Air transport does not necessarily correspond to the output actually
taken place in Norway.  The air traffic in Norway is dominated by the Scandinavian company
Scandinavian Airlines System (SAS).  This company is owned by the Norwegian, Swedish and
Danish governments with shares like respectively 2/7, 3/7 and 2/7.  The income for Norway
equals 2/7 of SAS’s total income.  In the national accounts the Norwegian output based on SAS
is therefore calculated like 2/7 of SAS’s total income.  Sweden and Denmark use the same
method when calculating national accounts for their respective countries.  The method also
conforms with the recommendations in SNA and the OECD Manual.

2.2.2. Tourism products

28. Those products which are typical or principal products of the activities defined as tourist-related,
are classified as products characteristic for tourism industries (tourism products for short).
Note that industries classified as tourism industries also may produce products which have no
relation to tourism.  An example may be the transportation of goods in industries classified as
tourism industries.  Principally, industries which not are classified as tourism industries may also
produce characteristic tourism products, but practically such output is of no importance.

29. Generally the classification of tourism products in NA-TOUR is based on the classification of
products in the Norwegian national accounts5, but we separate a part from the product sporting
services which is meant to cover sporting activities especially related to tourists (for example
operation of skilifts etc.).  We have also separated camping services from the product other
accommodation.

2.2.3. The relation between tourism demand and tourism supply

30. NA-TOUR contains figures for tourism demand;

i. that is tourists consumption expenditures separated on different goods and services
ii. and tourism supply;

                                                     
5 The classification of products in the Norwegian national accounts is based on the European standard for

classification of products; CPA.
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iii. domestic output and import of tourism products
iv. as well as figures which describes the activity in tourism industries; total output,

intermediate consumption, value added, compensation of employees, gross and net
operating surplus, gross fixed capital formation and employment.

31. Figure 2.3 illustrates the relation between output in characteristic tourism industries, supply of
characteristic tourism products and tourism consumption:

Figure 2.3.  The relationship between output in characteristic tourism industries, supply of
characteristic tourism products and tourism consumption

 T o u r is m  c o n s u m p t io n

O u tp u t  in
to u r is m  in d u s t r ie s

O u tp u t  o f
t o u r is m  p r o d u c t s  in
o th e r  in d u s t r ie sT o u r is m  c o n s u m p t io n  o f

fo th e r  p r o d u c t s
d d k

S u p p ly  o f
t o u r is m  p r o d u c t s

32. NA-TOUR does not show the direct relationship between the suppliers (industries and import)
on one side and recipients, of which tourism consumption, on the other side.  However, based on
NA-TOUR, it is possible to establish an industry by industry matrix which gives this direct
relationship.  For the year 1993 we have converted the figures in NA-TOUR supply and use
tables into such an industry by industry matrix.  This work is described in chapter 4.

2.3. Calculation of NA-TOUR

33. The annual supply and use tables in the national accounts are the starting point for the
calculations in NA-TOUR.  The national accounts shows supply of different products from
domestic output and imports, and total use of the different products for final consumption,
investment, export and intermediate consumption (according to SNA93).

34. For calculation and storage data in NA-TOUR, we have chosen the same technologic platform as
the national accounts is based on, that is a Client - Server - system where «Clients» are
Windows-computers and «Server» is a SUN UNIX computer which mainly operates a
ORACLE/7 database.  (The new national accounts system and data technology is described in
Simpson (1996).) Using the same data structure technologic platform as for the national
accounts, makes it easy to connect data from the national accounts with the calculation process
of NA-TOUR.
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35. Detailed information about products and industries related to tourism is automatically
transferred from the data base of the national accounts (NA-REA) to the data base for NA-
TOUR.  Generally we follow the product- and industry classification in the national accounts,
but we split the industry ocean and coastal water passenger transport abroad into one part which
is meant to cover operation of passenger ships and one part for operation of other types of ships.
We also split some products, as mentioned in section 2.2.  Figures for products and industries
not specially related to tourism, are also included in NA-TOUR (but will only be published
aggregated) to secure that NA-TOUR gives a complete and consistent version of the national
accounts.

36. Total tourism consumption of different products, separated on resident households, business
travellers and non-residents (see fig. 2), are calculated in NA-TOUR.  Resident households
tourism expenditure is a part of the final households consumption in the national accounts.
Resident establishments outlays (correspond to Norwegian industries outlays) for business travel
is a part of the intermediate consumption.  Non-residents expenditures in Norway are entirely
exports.

37. Non-residents expenditures in Norway includes outlays for transport between Norway and other
countries and in international waters with carriers operated by Norwegian companies, in addition
to all expenditures paid in Norway.  The national accounts gives an estimate for non-residents
total expenditure paid in Norway6 (exclusive outlays for transport between Norway and other
countries and in international waters with carriers operated by Norwegian companies), but the
estimate is not spread on different products.  Because non-residents expenditures of different
products not are identified in the national accounts, household’s final consumption of each
individual products include both resident households expenditures in Norway and non-residents
expenditures in Norway.

38. Since the final households consumption of different goods and services in the national accounts
mainly are estimated from consumer surveys of resident households in Norway, there are
implicitly made assumptions about non-residents expenditures.  When the non-residents
expenditures of different products in Norway are calculated in NA-TOUR, we have to be aware
that the estimates in NA-TOUR are consistent with the figures/underlying assumptions in the
national accounts.  In the future, the ambition is to integrate the compilation of NA-TOUR more
strongly with the calculation of the national accounts.

39. Next step in calculation of  NA-TOUR is therefore to split the households final consumption
accounts in the national accounts, into separate accounts for resident households tourism
consumption, for resident households consumption in other respects and for non-residents
consumption.  The resident industries expenditures for business travel has correspondingly to be
identified and separated from intermediate consumption of other goods and services.

                                                     

6  The figure can be separated into non-residents tourists expenditures (paid) in Norway (the definition of tourists is
the same as in NA-TOUR) and «other non-residents expenditures in Norway». «Other non-residents expenditures
in Norway» is the expenditures of foreign military, diplomats, consuls etc. in Norway. According to OECD, this
group shall not be treated as residents, even if they are stationed in Norway for more than one year. The
expenditures of this group is therefore treated in the same way as the expenditures of other non-residents in
Norway.
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40. Fig.  2.3 shows the calculation of NA-TOUR in the system.  The grey fields indicate tourism
expenditures.  Export of passenger transport by air, train and sea (which covers non-residents
outlay for transport between Norway and other countries and in international waters with carriers
operated by Norwegian companies) is not included in the figure, and must be added to estimate
total tourism consumption.

Fig.  2.3 Calculation of NA-TOUR from the Norwegian National Accounts

National Accounts
Supply and use tables
Suppliers and users

Products
Economic relations

Ú
Adaptation
Ú

NA-TOUR
Supply and use tables
Suppliers and users
(specially adapted)

Products
(specially adapted)

Economic relations as in the National Accounts

Further treatment of....
Households consumption

Ú
Dividing into

Intermediate consumption
Ú

Dividing into
Ú Ú Ú Ú Ú

Non-residents
tourism

consumption

Resident
households

tourism
consumption

Resident
households

consumption in
other respects

Expenditures on
business travels

Other intermediate
consumption

2.4 Calculation of tourism consumption

41. In NA-TOUR, tourists expenditures are separated into non-residents expenditures, resident
households tourism expenditure and resident industries expenditures on business travel in
Norway.

2.4.1. Non-residents

42. In the case of non-residents, all consumption expenditures in Norway, and also outlay for
transport between Norway and other countries and in international waters with carriers operated
by Norwegian companies, should count as tourism consumption.
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2.4.2. Resident households

43. In the case of residents, only the additional expenditures made because of the trip (expenditures
which not would have been incurred if the person had stayed at home during the same period),
are recorded as tourism consumption.  Expenditures during or before the journey, but which
would have been incurred anyway, are not recorded as tourism consumption.  Consumption of
food, beverages and products for personal care are examples of consumption expenditures which
not are recorded as tourism consumption in the case of resident tourists.

44. In addition to expenditures on tourism products, expenditures on transport with own cars during
the trip (or other means of transport), like expenditures on petrol and parking, are important
parts of residents tourism consumption.  Other types of tourism consumption we have calculated
for resident households, are stipulated rents for owning or renting second homes (in the purpose
of leisure and holiday), purchases of souvenirs and purchases of goods which should only be
used for tourism purposes (like boats).

2.4.3. Resident industries expenditures on business travel in Norway

45. Note that resident companies, central and local government and NPISH’s expenditures related to
business travel in Norway is a part of the industries intermediate consumption, as mentioned
before.  To relate tourists activities and their consumption expenditures to the activities in the
tourism industries, it is appropriate to distinguish between tourists consumption of tourism
products and consumption of other goods and services.

46. We have in the calculations of NA-TOUR assumed that industries do not have any expenditures
for business travellers of importance other than expenditures for accommodation services,
restaurant or other food- and drink serving services and passenger transport services.  This
means that in the case of resident industries expenditures on business travel in Norway, we have
only calculated tourism consumption of products classified as tourism products.

2.4.4. Calculation of tourism consumption

47. Normally a product can be consumed by both tourists and other users.  By the nature of the
product and of the general definitions of tourism consumption, we can for some tourism
products group total uses of the product as tourism consumption without further question.  This
concerns products as commercial accommodation services, passenger transport services by air,
by sea and other passenger transport services over long distances.  For a product like this we can
consequently group total intermediate consumption of the product in the national accounts as
tourism consumption for resident business travellers.  The total amount of households final
consumption is defined as tourism consumption and export of the product is non-residents
tourism consumption.  To divide households final consumption of the product in the national
accounts into resident households tourism consumption and non-residents tourism consumption
we need more information.

48. For other goods and services we know that only a part of total use in the national accounts
supply and use tables are consumed by tourists.  Only a small amount of local passenger
transportation services is for instance consumed by tourists.  Local passenger transportation
services is mostly consumed by people travelling to or from job, visiting friends and relatives
living in the same area, etc.  This kind of travel is by definition not tourism.  We need more
information to know how much is consumed by tourists and how much is used by others.
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49. A survey of expenditure for resident and non-resident tourists who travelled by purpose of
leisure and holiday in Norway was carried out in the summer 1991 (Jean-Hansen and Ryntveit
(1992)).  The survey gives tourists expenditures per guest night for tourists who spend the night
at a hotel, camping site or at another places.  Business travellers are not included.  There is some
uncertainty in the survey, especially about how much of the tourists expenditure before the trip
started (package tours) which would be right to include in the tourism consumption in Norway.
There is neither any survey which cover tourists expenditures over a whole year.

50. Statistics Norway has from 1991 undertaken holiday surveys among resident households
indicating resident households holiday trips with more than 3 nights away from home.  Other
information is statistics for hotels and camping sites from Statistics Norway which gives figures
for residents and non-residents guest nights at hotels and camping sites.  The statistics for hotels
also reports the guest nights by purpose of staying at the hotel; holiday, participant on course or
conferences or other business travel.  Some hotels (the smallest ones) and camping sites in
Norway are not covered in the statistics.

51. The existing data sources have not given us a full picture of the tourists total consumption
expenditures.  There is a problem that we do not know the number of total guest nights in
Norway.  There are also some weaknesses and uncertainties in the data sources which we have to
take into consideration.  This means that we also have to make some own judgements.

52. A new survey for resident and non-resident tourists who travelled in Norway by purpose of
leisure and holiday was carried out in the summer 1995 together with a cross-boarding survey
which indicates the number of non-residents guest nights in Norway (Haukeland and Grue
(1996)).  The survey was followed by a similar survey in the winter months 1996 and a survey
for participants on course and conferences in the winter 1996.  This material was not available at
the time we calculated NA-TOUR for the years 1988 - 1993, but will be very useful when we are
going to calculate further years of NA-TOUR.

53. As mentioned above, the national accounts gives an estimate for non-residents total consumption
expenditure in Norway, which is based on statistics for foreign travel allowance from the
National Bank of Norway.  The estimates of the non-residents expenditures of different products
in NA-TOUR are adjusted, so that the sum of the expenditures for all the products will conform
to the value in the national accounts, and so that the assumptions behind the figures of
households final consumption in the national accounts not are broken.  In the future the
calculation non-residents expenditures in Norway in NA-TOUR and in the national accounts will
be integrated.

2.5. Package tours

54. Package tours (or tour operator services) are maybe the most typical tourism product that exist,
since the entire output of the «package» is bought by tourists and the tourists’ expenditures on
package tours are an important part of the tourism consumption.  In spite of this, the existence of
package tours poses some problems and discussion of the treatment of package tours in a
tourism satellite account system, as well as in the national accounts system.

55. A package tour consists of a lot different initial products like the accommodation and transport
services, and meals.  The tour operator orders tickets and reservations from the producers of
accommodation services, transport services, etc., and mix the different products into a
«package» which in its entirety is supplied to tourists.  In addition to the value of the products
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included in the package, the tour operator earns a margin which also is a part of the price tourists
have to pay for the «package».  The tourists are not normally able to identify the price
components of the different products included the package, and there is no direct link between
the suppliers of the products which are included in the package and the tourists.

56. Two different ways to implement package tours in the system are a gross recording of package
tours and a net recording of package tours.

57. The gross recording of package tours is maybe closest to the economic reality for these
packages.  In this case, the transaction is treated like if the accommodation services and
transport services, etc., are bought by the tour operator and included the tour operator’s
intermediate consumption.  The tour operator’s supply (in basic prices) of package tours (or tour
operator services) is valued equally to the total value of the different products included in the
package (purchasers value), in addition to the tour operator’s margin.  Figure 2.4.a shows supply
and use of a package tour, according to gross recording of package tours.

Figure 2.4.a.  Supply and use of a package tour, according to gross recording of
tour operator services (package tours)1)

Output of tourism
products

The tour operator’s supply Tourism consumption

  Margin
Hotel service Ð

(Input)  + Hotel service

Air passenger
transportation service

Ð
(Input)

  + Air passenger
transportation service

Other tourism
products

Ð
(Input)

  + Other tourism products

= Output of a package tour Ð Consumption of the package tour

1) Supposed in the figure that the basic value of package tours, as well as the basic value of other products included in
package tours, is equal to the purchasers price (no VAT, or any other net taxes on these products).

Figure 2.4.b.  Supply and use of a package tour, according to net recording of tour operator services
(package tours)1)

Output of tourism products The tour operator’s supply Tourism consumption

Margin
= output of a tour operator service

Ð Consumption of the
tour operator service

Hotel service Ð Ð Ð Consumption of the
hotel service

Air passenger transportation
service

Ð Ð Ð Consumption of the air
transportation service

Other tourism products Ð Ð Ð Consumption of other
tourism products

1) Supposed in the figure that the basic value of package tours, as well as the basic value of other products included in
package tours, is equal to the purchasers price (no VAT, or any other net taxes on these products).
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58. In the case of net recording of package tours, the transaction is recorded as if the tourist buy the
different products included in a package directly from the producers of these products.
Subsequently the value of the products included in the package is not included in the tour
operators intermediate consumption, nor in the output of tour operator services.  The tour
operators output of tour operator services, is valued equally to the margin earned by the tour
operator.  Figure 2.4.b shows supply and use of a package tour, according to net recording of
package tours.

59. It is not any clear specific recommendations for the treatment of package tours in the SNA93.

60. As written in the draft paper TSA, the organisers of package tours can be treated like
wholesalers if the organisers are viewed as not changing the nature of the products that
constitute the package.  If the organisers should be treated as wholesalers and retailers, then a net
recording of package tours subsequently has to be followed in the national accounts, and in the
TSA.  However, it can be argued that the organisers are different from ordinary wholesalers and
retailers of goods.  This argument is based upon that a tourist in fact can not buy the products
included in a packet as separate products from the organiser, and can not identify the costs of
each of the different underlying products.  The tourist has no direct link to the airline company,
the hotel, etc. which produce the separate underlying products in the packet.

61. COICOP7, which is the recommended consumption classification in SNA93 as well as in ESA95,
contains a single consumption group for package tours:

COICOP; 09. RECREATION AND CULTURE
09.6 PACKAGE HOLIDAYS
09.6.1 Package holidays

62. In the definitions of the consumption expenditures it is stated that the group/class shall include:

«All inclusive holidays or tours which provide for travel, food, accommodation, guides, etc.
Includes half-day and one-day excursion tours, pilgrimages.»

63. From this, it should be obvious that the households consumption of products included in package
tours, shall not be included in consumption of accommodation services, transportation services,
etc., but in the consumption of package tours.  This means that the households expenditure on
package tours has to be recorded gross in the system.

64. When the structure of national accounts is taken over in the TSA, the households consumption of
package tours has to be recorded gross also in the initial  tables in the TSA.

65. In Norway, the treatment of package tours in the system of national accounts is based on gross
recording.  In NA-TOUR the gross recording of package tours is taken over from the national
accounts.  Otherwise the satellite for tourism would not be consistent with the national accounts.
But an extra set of tables are calculated in the tourism satellite account, based on net recording
of package tours.

                                                     
7  Classification of individual consumption by purpose (COICOP). Covering individual consumption expenditure by

households, non-profit institutions serving households and general government.
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66. It should be noted, that typical for Norway, the tour operator is basically involved in sending
people out of the country, while only a small part of the packages sold by resident producers is
related to holidays that take place in Norway.

67. Table 2.2 gives output, intermediate consumption and value added in the industry «Travel
agencies, etc.» in million Norwegian kroner, for the year 1993.  Table 1.a is based on gross
recording of package tours, while table 1.b is based on net recording of package tours.

68. The tables shows clearly that while value added in the industry «Travel agencies, etc.» is not
affected by the way of recording package tours, total output and intermediate consumption is
«grossed up» when using gross recording of package tours.

Table 2.2.  Activities of travel agencies, tour operators, etc. Output, intermediate
consumption and value added. Million Norwegian kroner. 1993

a) Gross recording of package tours

Intermediate consumption 5444 Output 7397
Products included in package tours
Of this:
Products produced by resident producers:
Hotel and other accommodation services
Serving services
Long distance passenger transport by railway
Other land passenger transport
Passenger transportation by ferries and sea-going
vessels
Passenger transportation by air

Imported products

Products not included in package tours

3814

2631
181
180

56
806

54
1354

1183

1630

Tour operation services (package tours)
Of this:
Products produced by resident producers:
Hotel and other accommodation services
Serving services
Long distance passenger transport by railway
Other land passenger transport
Passenger transportation by ferries and sea-going
vessels
Passenger transportation by air

Imported products

Travel agency services

4996

2631
181
180

56
806

54
1354

1183

2401

Value added 1953 Other products 0

b) Net recording of package tours

Intermediate consumption 1630 Output 3583
• Products not included in package

tours
1630 • Tour operation services (package tours)

• Travel agency services
1182
2401

Value added 1953 • Other products 0

3. Results from NA-TOUR

69. In this chapter we present some main results from NA-TOUR.  Some tables which gives more
detailed figures from NA-TOUR are included in Appendix A.  The presentation focus on the
year 1993, since the established industry by industry matrix and calculations of tourism
consumption as a share of GDP and total employment is based on NA-TOUR 1993.
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3.1. Tourism industries

70. As explained over, the output of industries classified as tourism industries is also used by others
than tourists.  And, as we will see in the following sections, tourists also consume products
supplied by other domestic industries.  A part of the tourism consumption will also be imported.
We repeat therefore that it would not be correct to equate the value added in tourism
industries with the contribution to GDP generated by tourism.  In the same way it would not
be correct to equate gross fixed capital formation in the tourism industries with the gross fixed
capital formation generated by tourism, or employment in the tourism industries with
employment generated by tourism.

71. However, the figures for the tourism industries are convenient if we want to compare the output,
value added, employment etc. in industries which are heavily depended on tourism with other
industries in the national accounts.

72. Fig.  3.1 shows tourism industries as share of total Norwegian economy in 1993.  The tourism
industries share of  total Norwegian output was 5,6 per cent in 1993, while the share of GDP
constituted 4,3 per cent.  Most considerable is the contribution to total employment; employment
in tourism industries as share of total employment was 6,8 per cent.

73. The output in hotels and restaurants constituted 30 per cent of the total output in tourism
industries, while the output in various transport industries together constituted 45 per cent.

Figure 3.1.  Tourism Industries as Share of Norwegian Economy 1993
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74. Figure 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 presents the development in total output, value added and employment in
tourism industries, respectively, in the period 1980-1996.  Figures for 1995 and 1996 are
preliminary figures.
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Figure 3.2.  Real Growth in Total Output of Tourism Industries and
in Total Output of All Industries.  1993=100
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75. In the eightieth many Norwegian shipping companies moved parts of their companies to foreign
countries and started to operate the ships from these countries.  The float and the production
related to these ships/companies therefore were no longer regarded as a part of the Norwegian
economy, and this situation gave a decline in the output, value added and employment regarding
ocean and coastal water passenger transportation abroad in the eightieth.  This situation also
heavily affects the development in the aggregate total tourism industries in this period.  When
analysing the development in tourism industries in this period, it might be appropriate to study
the development in the aggregate total tourism industries excluding ocean and coastal water
passenger transportation abroad.
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Figure 3.3.  Real Growth in Total Value Added of Tourism Industries nd in GDP.
1993=100
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Figure 3.4.  Growth in Employment in Tourism Industries and in Total Employment.
1993=100

Employment measured in full-time equivalent persons (man-year), employees and self -employed
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3.2. Supply of products characteristic for tourism industries

76. The total value of output of characteristic tourism products is considerably smaller than the total
value of output in the tourism industries.  This is so because of output of products which not are
related to tourism in the tourism industries, as mentioned in previous sections.  Output of
characteristic tourism products amounted 55400 million Norwegian kroner in 1993, that is 4,0
per cent of total Norwegian output this year.  In addition it was imported tourism products for
about 1600 million Norwegian kroner, so total tourism supply was about 57000 million kroner.

77. Figure 3.5 presents total supply of tourism products in 1993 spread on domestic output on
different products and import.  Domestic output of accommodation and serving services
constituted 36 per cent of total tourism supply, while total domestic output of passenger
transportation services as share of total supply was 44 per cent.  Imported tourism products
constitiuted only 3 per cent of total supply of tourism products.

Figure 3.5.  Total Supply of Tourism Products 1993
Resident output separated on different products, and total import
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78. Figure 3.6 shows the output of characteristic tourism products and the total output in the
characteristic tourism industries in 1993.  The figure shows that excepts from the industry
«Entertainment and cultural services», the output in the characteristic tourism industries is
dominated by the output of tourism products.  In total, output of tourism products constituted
about 70 per cent of the total output in tourism industries.
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Figure 3.6.  Total output and output of characteristic tourism products
in characteristic tourism industries. 1993.
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3.3. Tourism consumption

79. Table 3.1 shows calculated tourism consumption in 1993.  The figures are given in purchasers
prices; that is the value the tourists actually pay for the products.  Comparing the figures of
tourism consumption in table 4 with figures for output of tourism products and output in tourism
industries, it is important to notice that VAT and other taxes on products (less subsidies on
products) are included in the price when tourists buy the products.  In the case of some
commodities, for example food and beverages, trade and transport margins are also included in
the price the tourists have to pay.  Figures for output are always given in basic prices; that is
prices excluding VAT or other product taxes (net), and excluding trade and transport margins.

80. Total tourism consumption is estimated to about 50 billion Norwegian kroner in 1993.  Non-
residents tourism expenditures amounted to 32 percent of total tourism consumption, resident
households consumption amounted 49 percent, while resident business travellers amounted to
about 19 percent.  Approximately 70 percent of the tourism consumption were consumption of
tourism products.

81. The difference between table 3.1.a and table 3.1.b is the treatment of package tours; gross versus
net treatment.  Gross recording of tour operation services implies that products which are sold as
at part of a package tour, like accommodation services, are intermediate consumption for the
tour operators, and not directly tourism consumption of the product.  Instead the tourists
expenditures for the products included in the packets are parts of tourism consumption of tour
operation services.  The import of products in package tours to foreign countries are also
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included in the output of tour operator services and in the tourism consumption in this table.
This import exceeds 1 billion Norwegian kroner.  The difference between gross and net
treatment is further explained in section 2.5.

82. The tourism consumption of products characteristic for tourism industries amounted to 60 per
cent of total domestic output of these products.  The section 3.1 we know that about 70 per cent
of the output in tourism industries were output of tourism products.  This means that at least
about 42 per cent of the output in the tourism industries was consumed by tourists in 1993.  The
share of output in tourism industries consumed by tourists may be greater than this, since tourists
also consume a part of the output in tourism industries of products not classified as typical or
principal for tourism activities.  The data presented in chapter 4, will give an opportunity to
study the relation between tourism industries and tourism consumption more closely.

Table 3.1.  Tourism consumption expenditures 1993 at market prices separated into non-residents
tourism consumption(F), resident households tourism consumption (H) and resident business

travellers tourism consumption (B).

a) Initial gross recording of package tours.

Total tourism
F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products
Accommodation services 2 922 2 032 1 889 6 843
Food and beverage serving services 2 636 2 689  961 6 286
   of this:  VAT  476  485  175 1 136
Passenger transport services 3 633 5 580 6 640 15 853
Package tours and car rental services  88 5 164  0 5 252
   of this  VAT and other taxes on products  16  150  0  158
Museum, sporting activities etc.  400  732  0 1 132
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 9 679 16 197 9 490 35 366
   Of this:  VAT  492  515  175 1 182
   Of this:  Other taxes on products  0  120  0  120

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 2 656  0  0 2 656
Clothing and footwear  648  0  0  648
Souvenirs, maps etc.  522  203  0  725
Other transportation costs 1 473 3 827  0 5 300
    Of this:  petrol and oil 1 352 3 550  0 4 902
Other commodities and services 1 313 4 462  0 5 775
Total tourism consumption of other products 6 612 8 492  0 15 104
 Of this:  VAT 1 033  955  0 1 988

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 16 291 24 689 9 490 50 470
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b) Net recording of package tours.

Total tourism
F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products
Accommodation services 2 922 2 213 1 889 7 024
Food and beverage serving services 2 636 2 869  961 6 466
Passenger transport services 3 633 7 850 6 640 18 123
Package tours and car rental services  88 1 350  0 1 438
Museum, sporting activities etc.  400  732  0 1 132
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 9 679 15 014 9 490 34 183

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 2 656  0  0 2 656
Clothing and footwear  648  0  0  648
Souvenirs, maps etc.  522  203  0  725
Other transportation costs 1 473 3 827  0 5 300
    Of this:  petrol and oil 1 352 3 550  0 4 902
Other commodities and services 1 313 4 462  0 5 775
Total tourism consumption of other products 6 612 8 492  0 15 104

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 16 291 23 506 9 490 49 287

83. Table 3.2 gives total supply and total use of different products particular relevant for tourism
(products classified as characteristic tourism products in the Norwegian tourism satellite
account).  The products are presented more aggregated in this table than in the data base.  Supply
(S) is separated on resident output (O) and import (I), and total use (U) is separated on non-
resident tourism consumption (= the columns E + F), resident households tourism consumption
(NHT), resident producers; that is industries, expenditures on business travels (NBT),
intermediate consumption in the industry «Travel agencies, etc.» due to products included in
package tours (P), and other use (other).

84. While calculating the «net version» based on the «gross version» it is assumed that the total
value of package tours is consumed by resident households.  This assumption is not
unreasonable because (1) the tour operators is mainly occupied with sending resident people on
holiday abroad, and (2) non-residents buying package tours for holidays in Norway will
generally buy these packages from non-resident tour operators in their own country.  Note that
this assumption may not necessarily be reasonable for other countries.  Since we not have spitted
non-residents tourism consumption between non-resident households and non-resident industries
expenditures on business travels, the recording of non-residents use of services produced by
resident producers will not be affected of whether the services are paid by non-residents tourists
directly, or whether the services are (directly) paid by non-residents tour operators.

85. The different treatment of package tours affects the separation of tourism consumption on
different products.  In the «net version» the tourism consumption of tour operator services is
considerably lower than in the «gross version», while the tourism consumption of
accommodation services, transportation services, and particularly air transportation services, etc.
are considerably higher in the «net version» than in the «gross version».However, the tables
shows that except from the value of imported products included in package tours sold by
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resident tour operators,8 total use and total tourism consumption are not affected by the way of
recording package tours.

Table 3.2.  Supply and use of tourism products.  Million Norwegian kroner, 1993

a) Initial gross recording of package tours

Supply, basic value Use,  purchasers prices

Products O I S D E F NHT NBT P Other U T %

Hotel and other
accommodation
services

7187 0 7187 0 0 2922 2032 1889 181 163 7187 6843 95,2

Serving services 13146 0 13146 2893 0 2636 2689 961 180 9573 16039 6286 39,2

Long distance
passenger transport by
railway

1456 184 1640 0 205 256 769 193 56 161 1640 1423 86,8

Other land passenger
transport 9402 5 9407 0 8 236 1100 475 806 6782 9407 1819 19,3
Passenger transport by
non-sea-going vessels 1791 0 1791 0 0 282 362 675 54 1068 1791 669 37,4
Passenger transport by
sea-going vessels 2312 99 2411 0 1156 116 346 650 0 143 2411 2268 94,1
Passenger transport by
air 10255 1310 11565 120 1165 206 3003 5297 1354 657 11685 9674 82,8
Tour operating
services (package
tours)

4996 0 4996 0 0 0 4996 0 0 0 4996 4996 100,0

Travel agency services 2401 0 2401 0 0 0 0 0 0 2401 2401 0 0,0

Other tourism products 2483 0 2483 79 0 488 900 0 0 1174 2562 1388 54,2

Total tourism
products 55429 1598 57027 3092 2534 7145 16197 9490 2631 22122 60119 35366 58,8

O = Resident (Norwegian) output
I = Import
S = Total supply
D = The difference between basic prices and purchasers prices;

that means the sum of VAT and other net taxes on products
E = Export of transportation services in case of transportation between Norway and other countries, or in

international waters.  Non-residents outlays paid outside Norway.
F = Foreigners, e.i.  non-residents, (tourism) consumption in Norway (outlays paid in Norway)

Non-residents tourism consumption in Norway = E+F
NHT = Norwegian households tourism consumption
NBT = Norwegian industries expenditures on business travels (part of the industries intermediate consumption)
P = Services included in package tours  (Part of the tours operators intermediate consumption)
O = Other use
T = Total tourism consumption
U = Total use
% = Tourism consumption as share of total use, percent

                                                     
8   In the «gross version» this size is a part of the resident supply of tour operator services, and therefore we have to

treat this like tourism consumption in Norway. But this is not really tourism consumption in Norway, but resident
households tourism consumption abroad, and in the «net version» we are able to separate this from the tourism
consumption in Norway.
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b) Net recording of package tours

Supply, basic value Use,  purchasers prices

Products O I S D E F NHT NBT P Other U T %

Hotel and other
accommodation
services

7187 0 7187 0 0 2922 2213 1889 0 163 7187 7006 97,5

Serving services 13146 0 13146 2893 0 2636 2869 961 0 9573 16039 6466 40,3

Long distance
passenger transport by
railway

1456 184 1640 0 205 256 825 193 0 161 1640 1479 90,2

Other land passenger
transport 9402 5 9407 0 8 236 1906 4319 0 2463 9407 2625 27,9
Passenger transport by
non-sea-going vessels 1791 0 1791 0 0 282 416 675 0 1068 1791 723 40,4
Passenger transport by
sea-going vessels 2312 99 2411 0 1156 116 346 650 0 143 2411 2268 94,1
Passenger transport by
air 10255 1310 11565 120 1165 209 4357 5297 0 657 11685 11028 94,4
Tour operating
services (package
tours)

1182 0 1182 0 0 0 1182 0 0 0 1182 1182 100,0

Travel agency services 2401 0 2401 0 0 0 0 0 0 2401 2401 0 0,0

Other tourism products 2483 0 2483 79 0 488 900 422 0 1174 2562 1388 54,2

Total tourism
products 51615 1598 53213 3092 2534 7145 15014 9490 0 22122 60119 34183 56,9

Imported products
included in package
tours

0 1183 1183 0 0 0 0 0 0 1183 1183 0 0,0

O = Resident (Norwegian) output
I = Import
S = Total supply
D = The difference between basic prices and purchasers prices;

that means the sum of VAT and other net taxes on products
E = Export of transportation services in case of transportation between Norway and other countries, or

in international waters.  Non-residents outlays paid outside Norway.
F = Foreigners, e.i.  non-residents, (tourism) consumption in Norway (outlays paid in Norway)

Non-residents tourism consumption in Norway = E+F
NHT = Norwegian households tourism consumption
NBT = Norwegian industries expenditures on business travels (part of the industries intermediate consumption)
P = Services included in package tours  (Part of the tours operators intermediate consumption)
O = Other use
T = Total tourism consumption
U = Total use
% = Tourism consumption as share of total use, percent

4. The relationship between tourism consumption and the activity in the tourism industries

86. The supply and use tables in national accounts and in NA-TOUR gives supply and use of
different products.  The supply and use tables gives output, intermediate consumption and
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investments in different industries separated on products, as well as households consumption,
the consumption in Governments and NPISH’s, export and import separated on products.

87. It may also be of interest to study the direct relationship between the suppliers (industries and
import) on one side, and the recipients (industries, households, export) on the other side; that is
the deliveries from industries to other industries, households or export.  In relation to NA-TOUR
it is especially of interest to study the relation between delivering industries and tourism
consumption.  The supply and use tables in NA-TOUR may help us to study this kind of
relations:  If a product only is produced by a single industry, the tourism consumption of this
product necessarily has to be delivered from this specific industry, and only from this industry.
In cases where a product is produced by more than one industry and/or there are both resident
production and import of a product, we have to assume something about the structure of
deliveries.

88. The most usual assumption in this regard, is that a industry’s market share of a specific product
in different uses are proportional to the industry’s market share of total supply of this product.
An usual exception from this rule, is that import is not delivered (directly) to export.  On the
basis of this kind of assumptions, it is possible to establish an industry by industry matrix, which
shows the direct relationship between different industries and between industries and final
consumers.  For the year 1993 we have converted the figures in the NA-TOUR supply and use
tables into such an industry by industry matrix.

89. Figure 4.1 shows the deliveries to tourism consumption separated on tourism industries, other
industries, net taxes on products (including VAT), and trade and transport margins.  The figure
shows that 85 percent of the total value of tourism consumption in 1993 was delivered (in basic
values) from resident industries.  Of this deliveries from tourism industries constituted 65
percent.  The value of imported products constituted 5 percent of the total value of tourism
consumption, while net taxes on products constituted 10 percent.

90. The total contribution from tourism consumption to output in resident industries was 42,6 billion
Norwegian kroner in 1993, and the contribution to the Governments incomes was 5,4 billion
Norwegian kroner.  The import of products is not an income for the Norwegian economy, but for
foreign countries.
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Figure 4.1.  Deliveries to Tourism Consumption from Different Industries.  1993.
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91. Table 4.1 shows the deliveries to tourism consumption from different suppliers in more detail.
The table shows that the industry «Hotel and restaurants» was the most important contributor to
the total value of tourism consumption in 1993.  The deliveries from the industries «Air
transport» and «Travel agencies, etc.» did also constitute to large amounts of the total value of
tourism consumption.

92. Beside the tourism industries, the deliveries from the industry «Dwelling service production,
owner occupiers» was especially important.  The deliveries from this industry represents the
imputed costs associated with renting and owning second homes used for the purpose of leisure
and tourism.  In Norway, it is very common for the households to own second homes for leisure
and tourism.

93. The deliveries from the industry «Retail and wholesale, repair of motor vehicles» may seem to
be surprisingly small.  The low values in the tables can be explained by the treatment of retail
and wholesale in the national accounts:  In the national accounts, the output due to retail and
wholesale is valued equally to the trade margins.  A trade margin is defined as the difference
between the actual or imputed price on a good purchased for resale and the price that would have
to be paid by the distributor to replace the good the time it is sold or otherwise disposed of.
When a tourist buy for example a jacket from a retailer, the price the tourist have to pay for the
jacket will consist of a trade margin, a transport margin for transportation of the jacket from the
manufacture industry to the retail store, and the basic value of production of the jacket in the
manufacture industry (in the case of resident production of the jacket).  In addition the tourist
may have to pay VAT and/or other net product taxes on the jacket.  When a tourist buys the
jacket, the tourist consumption is equally to the price the tourist have to pay for the jacket.  In
this example, the tourism consumption related to the purchase of the jacket is therefore a
delivery (output) from retail and wholesale (equally to the trade margins), a delivery (output)
from the transport industry (equally to the transport margins) and a delivery (output) from the
manufacture industry (equally to the basic value of production of the jacket.  The trade margins
are included in the row «Trade and transport margins» in the table.
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94. Trade and transport margins constituted 2,8 billion Norwegian kroner, or nearly 7 percent of the
total deliveries to tourism consumption in 1993.  It is difficult to separate how much of these
margins which are deliveries form «Retail and wholesale».  If we assume that the proportion of
trade margins from retail and wholesale is the same for the deliveries to tourism consumption as
it is for the total Norwegian economy, we can indicate that the deliveries from the retail and
wholesale constitutes about 2 billion Norwegian kroner, or nearly 5 percent of the total
deliveries to tourism consumption from resident producers.  This is less than the total deliveries
from «Industry and mining».
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Figure 4.2.  Deliveries to Tourism Consumption as Share of Total Output in Tourism Industries
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Table 4.1.  Deliveries to tourism consumption from different industries.
Million Norwegian kroner, 1993.

Resident Resident house- Non-residents Total

business- holds tourism- tourism- tourism-

Suppliers travellers consumption  consumption consumption

Deliveries from tourism industries
Hotels and restaurants 2674 4232 5084 11990
Transport with railway, tramway and sub urban transport 168 658 490 1316
Scheduled motor bus and taxi transportation 477 850 207 1534
Ocean and coastal water passenger transportation aboard 599 311 1272 2182
Inland water transport 25 362 282 669
Air transport 4570 2562 1374 8506
Activities of travel agencies etc. 0 4996 0 4996
Rental of transport equipment 0 138 72 210
Motion picture and other entertainment, news agencies
and other cultural services 0 538 346 884
Sporting and other recreational activities 0 234 154 388
Total deliveries from tourism industries 8513 14881 9281 32675

Deliveries from other Norwegian suppliers
Dwelling service production, owner occupiers 0 2852 713 3566
Agriculture, hunting and forestry 0 91 72 163
Industry and mining 0 764 1416 2180

Of which:  Manufacture of food products etc. 0 0 1119 1119

Of which:  Manufacture of clothes and shoes 0 11 29 40

Petroleum industry 0 0 0 0
Electricity, gas and water supply, construction 0 39 0 39
Retail and wholesale, repair of motor vehicles 0 20 3 23
Transport and communication not included in tourism
industry

4 546 239 789

Other market production of services 0 45 129 174
Non-market production, exc. non-market production in
tourism industries and dwelling service production 0 114 99 213
Trade- and transport margins 0 1329 1464 2793
Total deliveries from other industries 4 5800 4135 9939

Total deliveries from Norwegian suppliers, basic prices 8517 20681 13416 42614

Deliveries from import
Import of fuel (import competing commodities) 0 133 50 183
Import of import competing commodities, exc. fuel 0 287 445 732
Import of import competing services 803 580 91 1474
Import of non import competing products 0 8 101 109
Total deliveries from import, basic prices 803 1008 687 2498

Total tourism consumption, basic prices 9320 21760 14032 45112

VAT 171 1440 1474 3085
Other taxes on products, net 0 1486 767 2253
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Taxes on import 0 4 16 20
Total taxes on products, net 0 2930 2257 5358

Total tourism consumption 9491 24690 16289 50470

95. While table 4.1 presentes the part of the industry by industry matrix which gives the relationship
between tourism consumption and different suppliers (industries and import),table 4.2 presents
the rest of the matrix.

96. Table 4.2.a presents the deliveries to intermediate consumption and final use from different
industries.  Final use is separated on non-residents households consumption, households tourism
consumption, other consumption in households and other final use.  In table 4.2.b the deliveries
to intermediate consumption is further separated into deliveries to different industries.  Since the
industries expenditures on business trips in Norway is treated as a part of tourism consumption
in NA-TOUR, the deliveries to intermediate consumption related to business trips are specially
treated in the matrix.

97. The industry classification in table 4.2 is of practical reasons a bit more aggregated than in table
4.1.

98. The figures in the matrix can be used to study the relationship between industries and between
industries and other use.  The matrix has also been used for simple studies of the indirect effects
on the economy of changes in tourism consumption, given the assumption of a stable
relationship between different industries and between industries and final demand.
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Table 4.2.a.  Output and deliveries to final use and intermediate consumption 1993. Million Norwegian kroner

Total Deliveries to Supporting Total Final use, separated on type of use
output  intermediate account for deliveries Non-residents Consumption in households Other

Deliveries in basic values from resident consumption margins and to final tourism Tourism- Other final
industries, by industry business trips use consumption consumption consumption use

Hotel and restaurant 23124 2543 2849 17732 5084 4232 7878 538
Tourism related transport by land and sea 21004 6613 2386 12005 2251 2181 5064 2509
Air transport 14325 3849 4991 5485 1374 2562 0 1549
Travel services, etc. 7397 2401 0 4996 0 4996 0 0
Other tourism services 12255 3020 0 9235 572 910 2107 5646
Expenditures on business trips (8512) 8512 0 0 0 0 0

Dwelling service production, owner occupiers 72259 1571 0 70688 713 2852 67120 3
Agriculture, hunting and fishing 41720 31087 0 10633 72 91 4778 5692
Manufacture of food products, etc. 79741 31700 386 47655 1119 0 29381 17155
Other industry, mining and petroleum industry 376804 133920 11565 231319 297 764 13557 216701
Electricity, gas and water supply, construction 111347 37756 14775 58816 0 39 3797 54980
Retail and wholesale, repair of motor vechiles 135368 11334 118357 5677 3 20 4528 1126
Other market production of services 278499 150629 18697 109173 368 591 32367 75847
Non-market production, excl. tourism 215635 13267 0 202368 99 114 13569 188586
Trade- and transport margins (165491) 58521 106970 1464 1329 65307 38870

Import, business trips 7121 7121 0 0 0 0 0 0
Other import 254551 141520 0 113031 616 1079 51176 60160
VAT 69574 17000 0 52574 1474 1440 41302 8358
Net taxes on products 32052 5363 26689 783 1490 20929 3487
Net taxes on products, margins (13852) 13852
Purchase/sale of used capital 0 39 0 -39 0 0 -11318 11279
Total supply in purchasers prices 1752776 667766 (187858)a

Total final use 1085007 16289 24690 351542 692486

Note:  a:  Note that these products are included in the deliveries to intermediate consumption and final use, so that total supply in
purchasers prices is equal to total final use and deliveries to intermediate consumption.Table 4.2.b. Deliveries to intermediate
consumption from resident producers and from import 1993. Million Norwegian kroner
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Total to Recipients (industries)
Deliveries in basic values from resident intermediate
industries, by industry consumption N01 N 02 N 03 N 04 N 05 (N06) N 07 N 08 N 09 N 10 N 11 N12 N13 N14 (N15)

01 Hotel and restaurant 2543 16 12 107 330 28 2674 0 2 121 917 65 240 355 350 17
02 Tourism related transport by land and sea 6613 4 725 0 351 6 1269 0 9 81 625 32 235 1618 2927 111
03 Air transport 3849 9 11 246 1172 6 4570 1 5 48 883 140 217 551 560 42
04 Travel services, etc. 2401 134 75 1599 552 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 41 0
05 Other tourism services 3020 31 15 5 10 108 0 4 3 89 1138 81 304 742 490
06 Expenditures on business trips 8512 1 42 19 53 123 0 0 14 623 3329 131 1700 1227 1251
Tourism industries, total 26938 195 880 1976 2468 271 8513 5 33 962 6892 449 2696 4534 5578 171

07 Dwelling service production, owner occupiers 1571 74 13 4 5 28 0 0 0 67 300 77 224 518 261
08 Agriculture, hunting and fishing 31087 412 14 4 1 11 0 1 1790 23808 3949 415 79 170 433
09 Manufacture of food products, etc. 31700 2622 64 29 7 12 0 1 7195 17253 2320 278 199 299 1421 38
10 Other industry, mining and petroleum  industry 133920 782 1791 1589 131 562 0 1890 2953 4344 68913 20181 9834 10524 10426 1156
11 Electricity, gas and water supply, construction 37756 553 138 133 14 435 0 3727 1297 608 4095 11041 1830 3088 10797 1477
12 Retail and wholesale, repair of motor vechiles 11334 107 861 40 25 158 0 0 120 294 1049 745 3798 3250 887 11835
13 Other market production of services 150629 2015 2150 1936 923 1120 4 206 971 3630 23096 5841 15953 45558 14581 1869
14 Non-market production, excl. tourism 13267 227 300 6 0 63 0 118 108 586 4093 2556 1171 2132 1907
15 Trade- and transport margins 58521 2113 825 257 91 391 0 1900 2474 5223 17085 8894 4480 7786 7002
Other industries, total 469785 8905 6156 3998 1197 2780 4 7843 16908 55813 124900 50028 37568 73325 47715 16377
Total output in basic values delivered to intermediate
consumption

496723 9100 7036 5974 3665 3051 8517 7848 16941 56775 131792 50477 40264 77859 53293 165489

Import, business trips 7121 0 34 14 48 102 (7117) 0 11 512 2755 91 1505 984 1064
Other import 141520 1748 2757 2728 1416 714 900 2520 7453 52941 11364 9098 36316 11565
VAT 17000 535 833 362 180 470 1906 23 65 334 780 63 3754 7695
Net taxes on products 5363 1335 348 8 134 24 0 681 -2527 985 1230 1857 1342 -54 1385
Purchase/sale of used capital 39 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -3 41 1 0 0 0
Total intermediate consumption in purchasers prices 667766 12718 11008 9086 5443 4361 8517 10654 20176 62275 188848 63943 52787 120255 73563 17934
Note that the columns for expenditures on business trips (N06) and margins(N16) gives output of these products separated on delivering industries.

On line 06 and 15 in the table these products are specifies on the receiving industry. Import related to business trips is separated on receiving industry.
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5. The contribution to GDP and total employment

99. Based on the industry by industry matrix, we have also estimated the contribution from
tourism consumption to GDP and total employment.  From the industry by industry matrix
we know how much of the tourism consumption which is delivered from different industries
and the share of total output in the industries which is delivered to tourism consumption.
We do not know the intermediate consumption related to the production of products sold to
tourists.  We assume therefore that intermediate consumption related to production of
products sold to tourists as share of output sold to tourists in a particular industry is the
same as intermediate consumption as share of total output in the particular industry.

Figure 5.1.  Contribution to GDP from Tourism consumption

Deliveries from 
tourism industries

57 %

Deliveries from 
other industries

26 %

Corrections
17 %

100. Figure 5.1 shows total contribution to GDP from tourism consumption separated on value
added generated from tourists purchasers from tourism industries, from other industries and
corrections (VAT, etc.) Table 5.1 gives the results of the calculations of contribution to
GDP from tourism consumption in 1993 in more detail.  The second and the third columns
shows total output and value added in different industries.  Column number 4 and 5 shows
the deliveries to tourism consumption (from table 5) and the share of total output in the
different industries.  Column number 5 gives the estimated contribution to GDP.  The
calculations has been done on a less aggregated level than in the table.

101. The contribution to GDP from tourism consumption was about 3 percent in 1993.  The exact
percent share depend a bit on the correction for VAT and  FISIM9.

102. To calculate the contribution to total employment from tourism consumption, we assume
that the relation between output delivered to tourism consumption and employment used to
produce this output in a particular industry is the same as the relation between total output
and employment in the particular industry.  Table 7 shows the results of the calculation of
the contribution to total employment from tourism consumption.  In table 7, employment is
measured in 1000 full-time equivalent persons, employees and self-employed.  However,
calculations based on employment figures measured in number of persons employed gave
exactly the same results of the contribution to employment from tourism consumption as

                                                     
9   Financial Intermediation Services Indirectly Measured
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share of total employment.  The calculations has been done on a less aggregated level than
in the table.

103. The contribution to total employment from tourism consumption was about 3 percent in
1993.
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Table 5.1.  Contribution to GDP from tourism consumption in Norway. 1993.

Suppliers Total output Value added

Total
deliveries to

tourism
consumption

Share of  total
output to
tourism

consumption

Contribution
to GDP

Percent
Deliveries from tourism industries

Hotels and restaurants 23124 10406 11990 51,9 5396
Transport with railway, tramway and sub
urban transport

5325 1862 1316 24,7 446

Scheduled motor bus and taxi transportation 8342 4844 1534 18,4 945
Ocean and coastal water passenger
transportation aboard

2833 1285 2182 77,0 990

Inland water transport 4504 2005 669 14,9 298
Air transport 14325 5239 8506 59,4 3111
Activities of travel agencies etc. 7397 1954 4996 67,5 1320
Rental of transport equipment 648 471 210 32,4 153
Motion picture and other entertainment, news
agencies and other cultural services

10980 7033 884 8,1 641

Sporting and other recreational activities 627 390 388 61,9 241
Total deliveries from tourism industries 78105 35489 32675 41,8 13540

Deliveries from other industries
Dwelling service production, owner occupiers 72259 61605 3565 4,9 3039
Agriculture, hunting and forestry 41720 21544 163 0,4 84
Industry and mining 315532 96172 2180 0,7 600

Of which:  Manufacture of food products etc. 79741 17466 1119 1,4 245

Of which:  Manufacture of clothes and shoes 5510 2203 40 0,7 16
Petroleum industry 141013 109250 0 0,0 0
Electricity, gas and water supply, construction 111347 47404 39 0,0 30
Retail and wholesale, repair of motor vehicles 135368 82581 23 0,0 12
Transport and communication not included in
tourism industry

116224 55726 789 0,7 445

Other market production of services 162275 102518 174 0,1 115
Non-market production, exc. non-market
production in tourism industries and dwelling
service production

215635 142072 213 0,1 139

Trade- and transport margins 2793 1728
Total deliveries from other industries 1311373 718872 9939 0,8 6193

Total deliveries from industries 1389478 754361 42614 3,1 19732

VAT 3085
Other taxes on products, net 2253
FISIM -1001
Corrections 4337

Contribution to GDP from tourism
consumption

24069

GDP 823339

Tourism as share of GDP 2,9 %
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Table 5.2.  Contribution to employment from tourism consumption in Norway 1993.
Employment measured in 1000 full-time equivalent persons, employees and self-employed

Suppliers Total output Employment

Total
deliveries to

tourism
consumption

Share of  total
output to
tourism

consumption

Contribution
to

employment

Percent
Deliveries from tourism industries

Hotels and restaurants 23124 43,2 11990 51,9 22,3
Transport with railway, tramway and sub
urban transport

5325 11,9 1316 24,7 2,9

Scheduled motor bus and taxi transportation 8342 18,6 1534 18,4 3,5
Ocean and coastal water passenger
transportation aboard

2833 3,3 2182 77,0 2,5

Inland water transport 4504 8,4 669 14,9 1,2
Air transport 14325 10,7 8506 59,4 6,4
Activities of travel agencies etc. 7397 3,2 4996 67,5 2,2
Rental of transport equipment 648 0,6 210 32,4 0,2
Motion picture and other entertainment, news
agencies and other cultural services

10980 16,8 884 8,1 1,0

Sporting and other recreational activities 627 2,4 388 61,9 1,5
Total deliveries from tourism industries 78105 119,1 32675 41,8 43,7

Deliveries from other industries
Dwelling service production, owner occupiers 72259 1,1 3565 4,9 0,1
Agriculture, hunting and forestry 41720 92,0 163 0,4 0,4
Industry and mining 315532 270,2 2180 0,7 1,7

Of which:  Manufacture of food
products etc.

79741 48,5 1119 1,4 0,7

Of which:  Manufacture of clothes
and shoes

5510   8,6 40 0,7 0,1

Petroleum industry 141013 21,3 0 0,0 0,0
Electricity, gas and water supply, construction 111347 111,1 39 0,0 0,0
Retail and wholesale, repair of motor vehicles 135368 241,2 23 0,0 0,0
Transport and communication not included in
tourism industry

116224 115,0 789 0,7 0,8

Other market production of services 162275 232,4 174 0,1 0,4
Non-market production, exc. non-market
production in tourism industries and dwelling
service production

215635 548,8 213 0,1 0,5

Trade- and transport margins 0,0 2793 4,9
Total deliveries from other industries 1311373 1633,1 9939 0,8 8,9

Total deliveries from industries 1389478 1752,3 42614 3,1 52,6

Contribution to employment from
tourism consumption

52,6

Total employment 1752,3

Tourism as share of total employment 3,0 %
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1.  Output in tourism industries at basic prices. Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995* 1996*

Hotels and restaurants 20 212 20 327 21 093 22 379 23 165 23 125 24 589 24 629 26 264

Transport via railways, tramway and
suburban transport 3 396 3 391 4 762 5 036 5 472 5 334 5 920 5 609 5 762
Scheduled motor bus transportation and taxi
operation 7 246 7 219 7 678 7 901 8 030 8 345 8 723 8 829 8 917
Ocean and coastal water passenger
transport abroad 2 493 2 278 2 622 2 340 2 434 2 831 2 777 2 828 2 929
Inland water transport 3 956 4 125 4 157 4 515 4 383 4 503 4 562 4 266 4 440

Air transport 10 858 11 681 13 214 12 991 13 087 14 327 14 394 16 271 18 288

Activities of travel agencies etc. 4 481 3 912 4 766 4 700 5 919 7 397 7 623 8 638 10 081

Rental of transport equipment  760  607  507  481  446  648  1 040 1 088  1 196

Motion picture and other entertainment,
news agencies and cultural services 8 060 8 473 8 852 9 660 10 340 10 982 11 518 12 265 12 903
Sporting and other recreational activities  529  484  487  589  631  629  638 711  751

Total output in tourism industries 61 991 62 497 68 138 70 592 73 907 78 121 81 784 85 134 91 531

Total output, all industries 1135 149 1197 069 1265 186 1311 023 1336 990 1389 861 1465 886 1 553 699 1669 380

Tourism industries share of
total output 5,5 % 5,2 % 5,4 % 5,4 % 5,5 % 5,6 % 5,6 % 5,5% 5,5 %

* Provisional or preliminary figures

2  Output in tourism industries at basic prices. Constant 1993-prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1 988 1 989 1 990 1 991 1 992 1 993 1994 1995* 1996*

Hotels and restaurants 24 652 23 608 23 577 23 930 23 832 23 125 24 276 24 153 25 110

Transport via railways, tramway and
suburban transport 3 981 3 789 5 129 5 240 5 523 5 334 5 796 5 370 5 237
Scheduled motor bus transportation and
taxi operation 8 788 8 272 8 434 8 280 8 239 8 345 8 561 9 020 9 065
Ocean and coastal water passenger
transport abroad 3 092 2 401 2 683 2 328 2 375 2 831 2 968 2 992 3 053
Inland water transport 4 781 4 807 4 479 4 590 4 446 4 503 4 490 4 216 4 383

Air transport 13 586 13 369 14 301 13 437 13 343 14 327 14 197 15 774 17 133

Activities of travel agencies etc. 5 366 4 404 5 153 4 882 6 011 7 397 7 808 8 675 9 829

Rental of transport equipment  853  647  532  495  450  648 1 020 1 038 1 105

Motion picture and other entertainment,
news agencies and cultural services 9 191 9 288 9 306 9 825 10 414 10 982 11 273 11 478 11 727
Sporting and other recreational activities  596  528  516  608  644  629  631 675  696
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Total output in tourism industries 74 787 71 031 74 070 73 561 75 243 78 121 81 020 83 390 87 338

Total output, all industries 1 252 731 1 255 751 1 286 968 1 313 983 1 351 526 1 389 861 1 460 404 1 506 449 1 570 246

Tourism industries share of
total output 6,0% 5,7% 5,8 % 5,6 % 5,6 % 5,6 % 5,5 % 5,5% 5,6 %

* Provisional or preliminary figures
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3.  Output of products characteristic for tourism industries at basic prices. Current prices. Million
Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Accommodation services 5 485 5 426 5 547 6 665 6 801 7 187 7 768

Food and beverage serving services 12 027 12 143 12 575 12 600 13 224 13 146 13 694

Passenger transport with railway, urban and
suburban transport, bus and taxi 8 308 8 619 9 395 9 853 10 221 10 858 11 640
Passenger transport by sea 3 433 3 045 3 210 3 305 3 572 4 103 4 005

Passenger transport by air 8 231 8 559 9 650 9 368 9 469 10 255 10 424

Tour operator- and travel agencies services,         and
car rental services 5 026 4 344 5 131 5 059 6 251 7 829 8 419
Amusement parks, circus, museums etc. and tourist
related sporting activities 1 543 1 541 1 517 1 686 1 809 2 051 2 091

Total output of products characteristic for
tourism industries 44 053 43 677 47 025 48 536 51 347 55 429 58 041
Total resident output, all products 1 135 149 1 197 069 1 265 186 1 311 023 1 336 990 1 389 861 1465 886

Characteristic products share of total output 3,9 % 3,6 % 3,7 % 3,7 % 3,8 % 4,0 % 4,0%

4.  Output of products characteristic for tourism industries at basic prices. Constant 1993-prices. Million
Norwegian kroner

1989 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Accommodation services 7 416 6 721 6 456 7 377 7 127 7 187 7 592
Food and beverage serving services 14 182 13 789 13 849 13 283 13 489 13 146 13 600
Passenger transport with railway, urban and
suburban transport, bus and taxi 10 191 9 941 10 371 10 357 10 433 10 858 11 483
Passenger transport by sea 4 420 3 456 3 452 3 431 3 496 4 103 4 088
Passenger transport by air 10 576 10 047 10 720 9 854 9 741 10 255 10 378
Tour operator- and travel agencies services,         and
car rental services 5 990 4 873 5 537 5 253 6 346 7 829 8 589
Amusement parks, circus, museums etc. and tourist
related sporting activities 1 921 1 808 1 664 1 785 1 853 2 051 2 039

Total output of products characteristic for
tourism industries 54 605 50 590 52 039 51 277 52 455 55 429 57 769
Total resident output, all products 1 252 731 1 255 751 1 286 968 1 313 983 1 351 526 1 389 861 1 460 404

Characteristic products share of total output 4,4% 4,0% 4,0% 3,9% 3,9% 4,0% 4,0%
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5.  Total import of tourism products at basic prices. Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Total i mport of tourism products 1 164 1 084 1 188 1 020  1 246 1 598 1 846

6.  Total output in tourism industries and output of products characteristic for tourism industries in
tourism industries and other industries. Basic prices. Million Norwegian kroner

Products Total output in tourism industries 1993 1994

Hotels and restaurants 23 125 24 589

Accommodation services 7 187 7 768

Food and beverage serving services 13 146 13 663

Transport via railways, tramway and suburban transport 5 334 5 920

Transport via railways, tramway and suburban transport 2 521 2 854

Scheduled motor bus transportation and taxi operation 8 345 8 723

Passenger transport by bus 4 584 4 840

Passenger transport by taxi 2 895 2 993

Ocean and coastal water passenger transport abroad 2 831 2 777

Passenger transport 2 312 1 983

Inland water transport 4 503 4 562

Inland water passenger transportation and car ferries 1 791 2 022

Air transport 14 327 14 394

Passenger transport by air 10 255 10 424

Activities of travel agencies etc 7 397 7 623

Tour operator- and travel agencies services 7 397 7 623

Rental of transport equipment  648 1 040

Car rental services  432 796

Motion picture and other entertainment, news agencies and cultural
services

10 982 11 518

Amusement parks, circus, museums etc. 1 669 1 686

Sporting and other recreational activities  629 638

Tourist related sporting activities  382 405
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Total output in tourism industries 78 121 81 784

Total output of tourism products in tourism industries 54 571 57 057

Output of tourism products produced by other domestic industries:

Non-scheduled motor bus passenger transportation  858 953

Serving services - 31

Total output of tourism porducts 55 429 58 041

7.  Intermediate consumption in tourism industries at purchasers prices. Current prices. Million
Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995* 1996*

Hotels and restaurants 10 681 10 921 11 409 11 958 12 894 12 719 13 525 13 567 14 488
Transport via railways, tramway and
suburban transport 1 647 1 874 2 756 3 190 4 068 3 465 4 102 4 126 4 431
Scheduled motor bus transportation
and taxi operation 2 964 2 975 3 118 3 244 3 281 3 499 3 605 3 372 3 406
Ocean and coastal water passenger
transport abroad 1 367 1 391 1 635 1 263 1 212 1 547 1 547 1 705 1 753
Inland water transport 2 202 2 248 2 308 2 377 2 415 2 499 2 553 2 583 2 713
Air transport 6 738 7 557 8 552 7 968 7 753 9 087 9 995 10 955 12 374
Activities of travel agencies etc. 3 684 3 163 3 849 3 606 4 831 5 444 5 604 6 350 7 411
Rental of transport equipment  220  176  147  139  129  178  286 301 324
Motion picture and other entertain-
ment, news agencies and cultural
services 2 831 2 949 3 082 3 418 3 695 3 946 4 222 4 259 4 399
Sporting and other recreational activit.  201  179  179  220  236  239  243 267 282

Total intermediate consumption in
tourism industries 32 535 33 433 37 035 37 383 40 514 42 623 45 682 47 485 51 581
Intermediate consumption, all
industries 580 305 597 413 627 984 637 321 646 799 667 787 713 702 752 591 789 335

Tourism industries share of total
intermediate consumption 5,6 % 5,6 % 5,9 % 5,9% 6,3 % 6,4 % 6,4 % 6,3 % 6,5%

* Provisional or preliminary figures
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8  Intermediate consumption in tourism industries at purchasers prices. Constant 1993-prices. Million
Norwegian kroner

1 988 1 989 1 990 1 991 1 992 1 993 1994 1995* 1996*

Hotels and restaurants 11 485 11 486 11 672 11 713 12 689 12 719 13 094 13 032 13 548

Transport via railways, tramway and
suburban transport 1 851 2 008 2 902 3 303 4 288 3 465 4 023 3 874 4 116
Scheduled motor bus transportation and
taxi operation 3 612 3 430 3 436 3 355 3 365 3 499 3 341 3 520 3 538
Ocean and coastal water passenger
transport abroad 1 489 1 414 1 650 1 303 1 301 1 547 1 577 1 641 1 674
Inland water transport 2 599 2 507 2 411 2 380 2 425 2 499 2 355 2 340 2 432

Air transport 7 806 8 195 8 854 8 151 7 977 9 087 9 808 10 855 12 626

Activities of travel agencies etc. 4 365 3 447 3 991 3 662 4 877 5 444 5 583 6 203 7 028

Rental of transport equipment  249  189  155  143  130  178  283 288 307

Motion picture and other entertainment,
news agencies and cultural services 2 951 3 037 3 113 3 434 3 712 3 946 4 193 4 202 4 284
Sporting and other recreational
activities 234  200  196  240  245  239  239 256 264

Total intermediate consumption in
tourism industries 36 573 35 905 38 383 37  683 41 005 42 623 44 496 46 210 49 817
Intermediate consumption, all
industries 620 805 611 592 630 668 633 333 648 530 667 787 700 342 720 946 744 594

Tourism industries share of total

intermediate consumption 5,9% 5,9%   6,1% 5,9% 6,3% 6,4% 6,4% 6,4% 6,7%

* Provisional or preliminary figures
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9  Value added in tourism industries at basic prices. Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995* 1996*

Hotels and restaurants 9 531 9 406 9 684 10 421 10 271 10 406 11 064 11 062 11 776

Transport via railways, tramway and
suburban transport 1 749 1 517 2 006 1 846 1 404 1 869  1 818 1 483 1 331
Scheduled motor bus transportation and taxi
operation 4 282 4 244 4 560 4 657 4 749 4 846 5 118 5 457 5 512
Ocean and coastal water passenger
transport abroad 1 126  887  987 1 077 1 222 1 284 1 248 1 123 1 176
Inland water transport 1 754 1 877 1 849 2 138 1 968 2 004 2 009 1 683 1 727

Air transport 4 120 4 124 4 662 5 023 5 334 5 240 4 399 5 316 5 914

Activities of travel agencies etc.  797  749  917 1 094 1 088 1 953 2 019 2 288 2 670

Rental of transport equipment  540  431  360  342  317  470  754 787 872

Motion picture and other entertainment,
news agencies and cultural services 5 229 5 524 5 770 6 242 6 645 7 036 7 296 8 006 8 504
Sporting and other recreational activities  328  305  308  369  395  390  395 444 469

Value added in tourism industries 29 456 29 064 31 103 33 209 33 393 35 498 36 120 37 649 39 951
GDP 639 591 682 347 722 705 763 414 784 934 823 704 867 563 929 006 1 017 794

Tourism industries share of GDP 4,6 % 4,3 % 4,3 % 4,4 % 4,3 % 4,3 % 4,2 % 4,1% 3,9%
* Provisional or preliminary figures
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10  Value added in tourism industries at basic prices. Constant 1993-prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995* 1996*

Hotels and restaurants 13 642 12 415 12 146 12 492 11 187 10 406 11 182 11 121 11 561

Transport via railways, tramway and suburban
transport 2 353 1 945 2 412 2 078 1 313 1 869 1 773 1 496 1 121
Scheduled motor bus transp. and taxi operation 5 177 4 844 4 999 4 926 4 875 4 846 5 220 5 500 5 527

Ocean and coastal water passenger transport
abroad 1 751  992 1 030 1 027 1 075 1 284 1 391 1 351 1 378
Inland water transport 2 183 2 308 2 067 2 215 2 022 2 004 2 135 1 876 1 951

Air transport 5 877 5 151 5 410 5 272 5 354 5 240 4 389 4 919 4 507

Activities of travel agencies etc.  988  953 1 164 1 248 1 124 1 953 2 225 2 472 2 801

Rental of transport equipment  604  458  378  352  320  470  737 750 799

Motion picture and other entertainment, news
agencies and cultural services 6 266 6 268 6 204 6 393 6 702 7 036 7 080 7 277 7 443
Sporting and other recreational activities  362  328  320  369  399  390  392 419 433

Value added in tourism industries 38 689 35 379 35 826 36 064 34 239 35 498 36 524 37 180 37 520

GDP 731 648 738 385 752 948 776 413 801 780 823 704 868 941 899 962 947 405

Tourism industries share of GDP 5,3% 4,8% 4,8% 4,6% 4,3% 4,3% 4,2% 4,1% 4,0%

* Provisional or preliminary figures
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11  Compensation of employees in tourism industries. Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995* 1996*

Hotels and restaurants 7 670 7 827 8 213 8 688 9 166 9 098 9 788 10 270 11 234
Transport via railways, tramway and
suburban transport 3 047 3 032 3 158 3 258 3 423 3 473 3 608 3 581 3 696
Scheduled motor bus transportation and
taxi operation 2 995 2 896 2 919 3 083 3 136 3 221 3 449 3 427 3 775
Ocean and coastal water passenger
transport abroad  383  407  475  482  451  556  515  504  514
Inland water transport 1 938 1 897 1 997 2 065 2 292 2 330 2 427 2 525 2 677
Air transport 3 072 3 265 3 438 3 512 3 585 3 792 4 142 3 864 4 117
Activities of travel agencies etc.  647  651  684  718  802  829  880  936 1 017
Rental of transport equipment  159  144  141  143  145  153  224  237  254
Motion picture and other entertainment,
news agencies and cultural services 2 682 2 869 3 060 3 307 3 550 3 689 3 932 4 082 4 372
Sporting and other recreational activities  150  155  167  198  212  212  215  192  205

Compensation of employees in
tourism industries 22 741 23 143 24 251 25 454 26 762 27 352 29 180 29 618 31 860
Compensation of employees, all
industry 339 738 344 187 357 215 374 034 388 234 396 224 415 750 439 743 473 177

Tourism industries share of
compensation of employees 6,7 % 6,7 % 6,8 % 6,8 % 6,9 % 6,9 % 7,0 % 6,7 % 6,7 %

* Provisional or preliminary figures

12  Net taxes on production in tourism industries. Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Hotels and restaurants - 19 - 101 - 163 - 190 - 235 - 288 - 261
Transport via railways, tramway and suburban
transport - 484 - 447 - 449 - 462 - 409 - 454 - 475
Scheduled motor bus transp. and taxi operation -1 285 -1 289 -1 425 -1 516 -1 495 -1 485 -1 466
Ocean and coastal water passenger transp. abroad  0  0  0  0  0  0 - 81
Inland water transport - 751 - 814 - 822 - 837 - 970 - 340 - 545
Air transport - 143 - 150 - 185 - 195 - 219 - 218 - 297
Activities of travel agencies etc. - 35 - 49 - 54 - 52 - 13 - 26 - 37
Rental of transport equipment  0 - 1  0  0  1  0  0
Motion picture and other entertainment, news
agencies and cultural services - 253 - 294 - 281 - 303 - 554 - 264 - 394
Sporting and other recreational activities - 81 - 77 - 82 - 139 - 119 - 202 - 80

Net taxes on production in tourism industries -3 049 -3 222 -3 460 -3 694 -4 013 -3 276 -3 636
Net taxes on production, all industry 78 669 77 759 78 286 82 546 87 297 94 010 105 029
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13  Gross operating surplus in tourism industries. Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Hotels and restaurants 1 880 1 680 1 634 1 923 1 340 1 596 1 537

Transport via railways, tramway and suburban transport - 814 -1 068 - 703 - 950 -1 610 -1 150 -1 315

Scheduled motor bus transportation and taxi operation 2 572 2 637 3 066 3 090 3 108 3 110 3 135

Ocean and coastal water passenger transport abroad  743  480  512  595  771  728 773

Inland water transport  567  794  674  910  646  14 127

Air transport 1 191 1 009 1 409 1 706 1 968 1 666 554

Activities of travel agencies etc.  185  147  287  428  299 1 150 1 776

Rental of transport equipment  381  288  219  199  171  317 530

Motion picture and other entertainment, news agencies
and cultural services

2 800 2 949 2 991 3 238 3 649 3 574 3 758

Sporting and other recreational activities  259  227  223  310  302  380 260

Gross operating surplus in tourism industries 9 764 9 143 10 312 11 449 10 644 11 385 10 535

Gross operating surplus, all industries 221 184 261 114 287 204 306 883 309 403 333 470 346 784

Tourism industries share of total gross operating
surplus 4,4 % 3,5 % 3,6 % 3,7 % 3,4 % 3,4 % 3,0%

14  Consumption of fixed capital in tourism industries. Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Hotels and restaurants 916 954 972 988 1 012 1 046 1 134

Transport via railways, tramway and suburban transport 1 362 1 385 750 743 761 841 859

Scheduled motor bus transportation and taxi operation 1 008 1 041 960 943 942 991 958

Ocean and coastal water passenger transport abroad 115 167 180 330 487 1 124 1 304

Inland water transport 361 452 441 439 487 563 585

Air transport 912 943 1 071 1 218 1 441 1 705 1 590

Activities of travel agencies etc. 14 16 16 16 17 18 21

Rental of transport equipment 464 495 442 391 382 389 448

Motion picture and other entertainment, news agencies
and cultural services

602 624 627 638 668 833 747

Sporting and other recreational activities 87 90 92 97 102 108 119

Total output, in tourism industries 5 841 6 167 5 551 5 803 6 299 7 618 7 765

Brutto driftsresultat i alt 117 275 123 189 124 387 127 670 131 751 137 622 142 686

Tourism industries share of total av kapitalslit i alt 5,0% 5,0% 4,5% 4,5% 4,8% 5,5% 5,4%
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15  Operating surplus in tourism industries. Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Hotels and restaurants  964  726  662  935  328  550  403
Transport via railways, tramway and suburban transport -2 176 -2 453 -1 453 -1 693 -2 371 -1 991 -2 174
Scheduled motor bus transportation and taxi operation 1 564 1 596 2 106 2 147 2 166 2 119 2 177
Ocean and coastal water passenger transport abroad  628  313  332  265  284 - 396 - 531
Inland water transport  206  342  233  471  159 - 549 - 458
Air transport  279  66  338  488  527 - 39 -1 036
Activities of travel agencies etc.  171  131  271  412  282 1 132 1 155
Rental of transport equipment - 83 - 207 - 223 - 192 - 211 - 72  82
Motion picture and other entertainment, news agencies
and cultural services

2 198 2 325 2 364 2 600 2 981 2 741 3 011

Sporting and other recreational activities  172  137  131  213  200  272  141

Operating surplus, tourism industries 3 923 2 976 4 761 5 646 4 345 3 767 2 770
Operating surplus, all industries 103 909 137 925 162 817 179 163 177 625 195 848 204 098

Tourism industries share of total operating surplus 3,8 % 2,2 % 2,9 % 3,2 % 2,4 % 1,9 % 1,4 %
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16  Gross fixed capital formation in tourism industries. Current prices. Million Norwegian kr oner

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994

Hotels and restaurants 1 811 1 888 1 429 1 201 1 286 1 469 1 565
Transport via railways, tramway and suburban transport 1 206 1 261  531  751  833 1 319 1 290
Scheduled motor bus transportation and taxi operation  808  509  833  999  977  958 1 070
Ocean and coastal water passenger transport abroad  622 1 037  485  615  399 1 425 1 382
Inland water transport  484  401  428  678  600  764 773
Air transport  260 1 607 2 028 2 438 1 239  391 1 369
Activities of travel agencies etc.  20  20  21  21  28  32 33
Rental of transport equipment  470  130  189  320  360  666 1 251
Motion picture and other entertainment, news agencies
and cultural services

1 663 1 207 1 058 1 182 1 510 1 307 1 228

Sporting and other recreational activities  200  207  218  268  277  307 235

Gross fixed capital formation, tourism industries 7 544 8 267 7 220 8 473 7 509 8 638 10 226
Gross fixed capital formation, all industries 181 428 175 057 156 210 157 426 156 340 168 202 179 371

Tourism industries share of total gross fixed capital
formation

4,2 % 4,7 % 4,6 % 5,4 % 4,8 % 5,1 % 5,7%

17  Gross fixed capital formation in tourism industries. Constant 1993-prices. Million Norwegian kroner

1 988 1 989 1 990 1 991 1 992 1 993 1994

Hotels and restaurants 1 713 1 873 1 417 1 191 1 276 1 469 1 527
Transport via railways, tramway and suburban transport 1 371 1 410  594  840  926 1 319 1 285
Scheduled motor bus transportation and taxi operation  895  533  872 1 046 1 024  958 1 041
Ocean and coastal water passenger transport abroad  792 1 207  563  721  471 1 425 1 418
Inland water transport  683  464  495  785  678  764 763
Air transport  620 3 440 4 341 5 219 2 447  391 1 350
Activities of travel agencies etc.  17  17  18  18  26  32 33
Rental of transport equipment  482  134  195  330  367  666 1 233
Motion picture and other entertainment, news agencies
and cultural services 1 639 1 200 1 051 1 175 1 515 1 307 1 197
Sporting and other recreational activities  198  209  220  270  277  307 256

Gross fixed capital formation, tourism industries 8 647 9 088 7 936 9 320 8 150 8 638 10 103
Gross fixed capital formation, all industries 201 144 187 320 167 067 166 347 161 212 168 202 175 794
Changes in inventories 7 410 6 176 15 590 7 800 5 785 9 634 13 714
Gross capital formation 209 256 194 206 180 855 173 732 166 902 177 836 189 508

Tourism industries as share of total gross fixed capital
formation in all industries 4,3% 4,9% 4,8% 5,6% 5,1% 5,1% 5,7%

Tourism industries as share of gross capital formation 4,1% 4,7% 4,4% 5,4% 4,9% 4,9% 5,3%
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18  Employment in tourism industries. Full-time equivalent persons (1000), employees and selfemployed

1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995* 1996*

Hotels and restaurants 46,7 45,0 44,5 43,8 43,9 43,2 45,4 46,3 48,3
Transport via railways, tramway and
suburban transport 12,5 12,0 11,9 11,8 11,9 11,9 11,8 11,6 11,5
Scheduled motor bus transportation and
taxi operation 20,7 19,4 18,6 18,6 18,5 18,6 19,1 18,7 19,3
Ocean and coastal water passenger
transport abroad 2,3 2,5 3,1 3,1 2,8 3,3 3,1 3,2 3,1
Inland water transport 9,5 9,0 8,9 8,6 8,3 8,4 8,5 8,6 8,7
Air transport 11,1 11,3 11,4 11,1 10,8 10,7 11,2 10,0 10,2
Activities of travel agencies etc. 3,1 3,0 3,0 3,0 3,2 3,2 3,3 3,4 3,6
Rental of transport equipment 0,7 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,5 0,6 0,8 0,8 0,8
Motion picture and other entertainment,
news agencies and cultural services 14,9 15,3 15,6 15,9 16,4 16,8 17,4 17,3 17,7
Sporting and other recreational
activities 2,3 2,3 2,4 2,4 2,4 2,4 2,4 2,2 2,3

Total employment in tourism
industries 123,8 120,4 120,0 118,9 118,7 119,1 123,0 122,1 125,5
Total employment, all industries 1848,9 1797,2 1778,7 1759,8 1750,5 1752,3 1773,2 1809,7 1855,0

Tourism industries share of total
employment

6,7 % 6,7 % 6,7 % 6,8 % 6,8 % 6,8 % 6,9 % 6,7 % 6,8 %

* Provisional or preliminary figures

19  Employment in tourism industries. Employed persons (1000), employees and self-employed
1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995* 1996*

Hotels and restaurants 60,0 56,2 55,9 56,0 55,9 54,8 57,5 58,7 61,1
Transport via railways, tramway and
suburban transport 12,8 12,2 12,2 12,1 12,2 12,2 12,1 11,9 11,8
Scheduled motor bus transportation and taxi
operation 22,6 21,1 20,3 20,5 20,3 20,4 20,9 20,6 21,3
Ocean and coastal water passenger transport
abroad 2,3 2,5 3,1 3,1 2,8 3,3 3,2 3,2 3,2
Inland water transport 9,7 9,2 9,0 8,7 8,4 8,5 8,6 8,7 8,9
Air transport 11,3 11,6 11,6 11,3 11,0 10,9 11,4 10,2 10,4
Activities of travel agencies etc. 3,4 3,3 3,3 3,3 3,5 3,6 3,7 3,8 3,9
Rental of transport equipment 0,8 0,7 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,6 0,9 0,9 0,9
Motion picture and other entertainment, news
agencies and cultural services 18,1 18,4 18,8 19,0 19,6 20,1 20,8

20,9 21,3

Sporting and other recreational activities 2,7 2,7 2,7 2,8 2,8 2,8 2,7 2,6 2,6

Total employment in tourism industries 143,7 137,9 137,5 137,4 137,1 137,2 141,8 141,5 145,4
Total employment, all industries 2131,2 2071,1 2054,2 2038,5 2032,7 2036,7 2062,5 2106,5 2159,8

Tourism industries share of total
employment

6,7 % 6,7 % 6,7 % 6,7 % 6,7 % 6,7 % 6,9 % 6,7 % 6,7 %

* Provisional or preliminary figures
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TOURISM CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES AT MARKET PRICES 1992

separated into non-residents tourism consumption (F), resident households tourism consumption (h)
and resident travellers tourism counsumption (B). Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

Table with gross recording of package tours.10 

Total tourism

F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products:
Accommodation services 2613 1827 2025 6465
Food and beverage serving services 2437 2502 955 5894
   Of this:  VAT 406 417 159 982

Passenger transport services 4461 5531 4382 14374
Package tours and car rental services 76 5027 0 5103
   Of this:  VAT and other taxes on products 12 158 0 170

Museum, sporting activities etc. 374 676 0 1050
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 9961 15563 7203 32886
   Of this:  VAT 418 442 159 1019

   Of this:  Other taxes on products 0 133 0 133

Other products:
Food, beverages and tobacco 2515 0 0 2515
Clothing and footwear 596 0 0 596
Souvenirs, maps etc. 493 195 0 688
Other transportation costs 1365 3711 0 5076
    Of this:  petrol and oil 1284 3369 0 4653

Other commodities and services 1167 4180 0 5347
Total tourism consumption of other products 6136 8086 0 14222
   Of this:  VAT 894 850 0 1744

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 16097 23649 7362 47108

                                                     
10  For an explaination of the difference between gross and net tratment of package tours, see section 2.5 and 3.3.
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Table with net recording of package tours.11

Total tourism

F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products
Accommodation services 2613 1987 2025 6625
Food and beverage services 2437 2662 955 6054
Passenger transport services 4461 7568 4382 16411
Package tours and car rental services 76 1526 0 1602
Museum, sporting activities etc. 374 676 0 1050
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 9961 14419 7362 31742

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 2515 0 0 2515
Clothing and footwear 596 0 0 596
Souvenirs, maps etc. 493 195 0 688
Other transportation costs 1365 3711 0 5076
Other commodities and services 1167 4180 0 5347
Total tourism consumption of other products 6136 8086 0 14222

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 16097 22505 7362 45964

                                                     
11   For an explaination of the difference between gross and net tratment of package tours, see section 2.5 and 3.3.
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TOURISM CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES AT MARKET PRICES 1991

separated into non-residents tourism consumption (F), resident households tourism consumption (h)
and resident travellers tourism counsumption (B). Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

Table with gross recording of package tours12

Total tourism

F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products:
Accommodation services 2297 1633 2457 6387
Food and beverage serving services 2242 2304 1044 5590
   Of this:  VAT 374 384 174 932

Passenger transport services 4420 5027 4731 14178
Package tours and car rental services 82 3657 0 3739
   Of this:  VAT and other taxes on products 13 140 0 153

Museum, sporting activities etc. 352 640 0 992
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 9393 13261 8232 30886
   Of this:  VAT 387 410 174 971

   Of this:  Other taxes on products 0 114 0 114

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 2065 0 0 2065
Clothing and footwear 540 0 0 540
Souvenirs, maps etc. 459 188 0 647
Other transportation costs 1397 3559 0 4956
    Of this:  petrol and oil 1327 3261 0 4588

Other commodities and services 990 4055 0 5045
Total tourism consumption of other products 5451 7802 0 13253
   Of this:  VAT 797 820 0 1617

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 14844 21063 8232 44139

                                                     
12   For an explaination of the difference between gross and net tratment of package tours, see section 2.5 and 3.3.
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Table with net recording of package tours.13

Total tourism

F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products:
Accommodation services 2297 1736 2457 6490
Food and beverage services 2242 2407 1044 5693
Passenger transport services 4420 6448 4731 15599
Package tours and car rental services 82 1025 0 1107
Museum, sporting activities etc. 352 640 0 992
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 9393 12256 8232 29881

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 2065 0 0 2065
Clothing and footwear 540 0 0 540
Souvenirs, maps etc. 459 188 0 647
Other transportation costs 1397 3559 0 4956
Other commodities and services 990 4055 0 5045
Total tourism consumption of other products 5451 7802 0 13253

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 14844 20058 8232 43134

                                                     
13   For an explaination of the difference between gross and net tratment of package tours, see section 2.5 and 3.3.
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TOURISM CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES AT MARKET PRICES 1990

separated into non-residents tourism consumption (F), resident households tourism consumption (h)
and resident travellers tourism counsumption (B). Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner

Table with gross recording of package tours.14

Total tourism

F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products:
Accommodation services 1983 1607 1601 5191
Food and beverage serving services 2188 2248 1100 5536
   Of this:  VAT 365 375 183 923

Passenger transport services 4752 4673 5172 14597
Package tours and car rental services 79 4024 0 4103
   Of this:  VAT and other taxes on products 12 161 0 173

Museum, sporting activities etc. 322 584 0 906
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 9324 13136 7873 30333
   Of this:  VAT 377 400 183 960

   Of this:  Other taxes on products 0 136 0 136

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 1869 0 0 1869
Clothing and footwear 487 0 0 487
Souvenirs, maps etc. 431 174 0 605
Other transportation costs 1261 3189 0 4450
Other commodities and services 800 3960 0 4760
Total tourism consumption of other products 4848 7323 0 12171
   Of this:  VAT 722 754 0 1476

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 14172 20459 7873 42504

                                                     
14   For an explaination of the difference between gross and net tratment of package tours, see section 2.5 and 3.3.
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Table with gross recording of package tours.15

Total tourism

F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products
Accommodation services 1983 1781 1601 5365
Food and beverage services 2188 2422 1100 5710
Passenger transport services 4752 6102 5172 16026
Package tours and car rental services 79 991 0 1070
Museum, sporting activities etc. 322 584 0 906
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 9324 13136 7873 29077

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 1869 0 0 1869
Clothing and footwear 487 0 0 487
Souvenirs, maps etc. 431 174 0 605
Other transportation costs 1261 3189 0 4450
Other commodities and services 800 3960 0 4760
Total tourism consumption of other products 4848 7323 0 12171

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 14172 19203 7873 41248

                                                     
15   For an explaination of the difference between gross and net tratment of package tours, see section 2.5 and 3.3.
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TOURISM CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES AT MARKET PRICES 1989

separated into non-residents tourism consumption (F), resident households tourism consumption (h)
and resident travellers tourism counsumption (B). Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner.

Table with gross recording of package tours.16

Total tourism

F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products:
Accommodation services 1808 1430 1857 5095
Food and beverage serving services 2198 2255 942 5395
   Of this:  VAT 366 376 157 899

Passenger transport services 4571 4379 4192 13142
Package tours and car rental services 71 3326 0 3397
   Of this:  VAT and other taxes on products 9 142 0 151

Museum, sporting activities etc. 324 586 0 910
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 8972 11976 6991 27939
   Of this:  VAT 375 394 157 926

   Of this:  Other taxes on products 0 124 0 124

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 1840 0 0 1840
Clothing and footwear 494 0 0 494
Souvenirs, maps etc. 450 190 0 640
Other transportation costs 1087 2671 0 3758
    Of this:  petrol and oil 1042 2465 0 3507

Other commodities and services 841 3724 0 4565
Total tourism consumption of other products 4712 6585 0 11297
   Of this:  VAT 701 678 0 1379

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 13684 18561 6991 39236

                                                     
16   For an explaination of the difference between gross and net tratment of package tours, see section 2.5 and 3.3.
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Table with net recording of package tours.17

Total tourism

F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products
Accommodation services 1808 1573 1857 5238
Food and beverage services 2198 2398 942 5538
Passenger transport services 4571 5528 4192 14291
Package tours and car rental services 71 892 0 963
Museum, sporting activities etc. 324 586 0 910
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 8972 10977 6991 26940

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 1840 0 0 1840
Clothing and footwear 494 0 0 494
Souvenirs, maps etc. 450 190 0 640
Other transportation costs 1087 2671 0 3758
Other commodities and services 841 3724 0 4565
Total tourism consumption of other products 4712 6585 0 11297

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 13684 17562 6991 38237

                                                     
17   For an explaination of the difference between gross and net tratment of package tours, see section 2.5 and 3.3.
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TOURISM CONSUMPTION EXPENDITURES AT MARKET PRICES 1988

separated into non-residents tourism consumption (F), resident households tourism consumption (h)
and resident travellers tourism counsumption (B). Current prices. Million Norwegian kroner.

Table with gross recording of package tours.18

Total tourism

F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products:
Accommodation services 1640 1375 2149 5164
Food and beverage serving services 1966 2023 1242 5231
   Of this:  VAT 328 337 207 872

Passenger transport services 4801 4653 3812 13266
Package tours and car rental services 98 3884 0 3982
   Of this:  VAT and other taxes on products 11 210 0 221

Museum, sporting activities etc. 335 610 0 945
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 8840 12545 7203 28588
   Of this:  VAT 339 355 207 901

   Of this:  Other taxes on products 0 192 0 192

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 2098 0 0 2098
Clothing and footwear 534 0 0 534
Souvenirs, maps etc. 430 181 0 611
Other transportation costs 1007 2528 0 3535
    Of this:  petrol and oil 964 2279 0 3243

Other commodities and services 992 3309 0 4301
Total tourism consumption of other products 5061 6018 0 11079
   Of this:  VAT 750 636 0 1386

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 13901 18563 7203 39667

                                                     
18   For an explaination of the difference between gross and net tratment of package tours, see section 2.5 and 3.3..
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Table with net recording of package tours.19

Total tourism

F H B consumption

Characteristic tourism products
Accommodation services 1640 1542 2149 5331
Food and beverage services 1966 2190 1242 5231
Passenger transport services 4801 5862 3812 13266
Package tours and car rental services 98 1011 0 3982
Museum, sporting activities etc. 335 610 0 945
Total tourism consumption of tourism products 8840 11215 7203 28588

Other products
Food, beverages and tobacco 2098 0 0 2098
Clothing and footwear 534 0 0 534
Souvenirs, maps etc. 430 181 0 611
Other transportation costs 1007 2528 0 3535
Other commodities and services 992 3309 0 4301
Total tourism consumption of other products 5061 6018 0 11079

Total consumption expenditures of tourists 13901 17233 7203 38337

                                                     
19   For an explaination of the difference between gross and net tratment of package tours, see section 2.5 and 3.3.


